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Abstract
We are building a reactive planning agent (REACT-P)
to automate the operadon of a the communications link
in NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN). We desire 
agent capable of executing plans and reactively re-
planning when necessary. Since the reactive planning
agent must be built to interact with legacy (i.e.,
unmodifiable) systems, there are a number of
significant challenges that must be addressed: (1) 
what extent and how should the legacy systems be
reverse-engineered and modeled in order to support the
development of a reactive planning agent? (2) Since
the legacy systems were built to support human
interactive control, most of the information needed for
reactive planning is located in the human computer
interface. How do we identify and acquire the
knowledge elements needed for reactive planning? To
address the fast issue we are using a scenario-based
knowledge acquisition methodology and subsequently
building models of the legacy systems using a
simulation authoring toolkit named RIDES (Munro,
1993). The reactive planner is being built in Soar
(Laird et al., 1987), which will be integrated and
tested, and refmed with the RIDES-based simulator.

1. Introduction

One of the significant challenges to developing and
fielding a real-world planner is in the acquisition of the
knowledge needed for it to function autonomously in a real-
world problem domain. This paper describes how we are
addressing the knowledge acquisition problem in the
development of an agent, named REACT-P, for a real-
world domain, the communications link monitor and
control system of NASA’s Deep Space Network (DSN).
The underlying motivation for developing REACT-P is the
goal of significantly improving the productivity of the DSN
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while maintaining at least the current level of reliability. To
.accomplish this goal REACT-P must be capable of
performing many of the same operations that are currently
done manually by DSN station Operators, and thereby
significantly reduce the amount of human effort needed to
perform monitor and control tasks in the domain.

We have elsewhere identified a number of factors that
make it difficult to implement a planner for a domain like
the DSN (see Chien, Hill, and Fayyad, 1994). In this paper
we address the knowledge acquisition problem by fast
giving a brief overview of the DSN task domain and the
nature of problem solving there. Next, we present an
approach to knowledge acquisition that builds on our
experiences in developing a DSN performance-support
system called the Link Monitor and Control Operator
Assistant (LMCOA) and an intelligent tutoring system for
DSN Operators called REACT. Finally, we describe a set
of knowledge acquisition methods and tools we are
developing to support the approach.

2. Task Domain: Deep Space Network

The Deep Space Network (DSN) is a worldwide
network of deep space tracking and communications
complexes located in Madrid, Spain, Canberra, Australia,
and Goldstone, California. Each of these complexes is
¯ capable of performing multiple missions simultaneously,
each of which involves operating a communications link. A
DSN communications link is a collection of devices used to
track and communicate with an unpiloted spacecraft.

Currently, most of the tasks requiring the control of a
DSN communications link are performed by human
Operators on a system called the LMC (Link Monitor and
Control) system. The Operators are given tasks that involve
configuring and calibrating the communications equipment,
and then they monitor and control these devices while
tracking a spacecraft or celestial body. The Operators
follow written procedures to perform their mission tasks. A
procedure specifies a sequence of actions to execute, where
the actions are usually commands that must be entered via
the link’s monitor-and-control system keyboard.

Once issued, a command is forwarded to another
subsystem, which may accept or reject it, depending on the
state of the subsystem at the time that the command is
received. The Operator receives a message back from the
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subsystem indicating whether the command was accepted
or rejected, and in cases where there is no response, a
message saying that the command "timed out" is sent.
These messages do not indicate whether the action was
successful or what the results of the action were. Rather,
the Operator has to monitor subsystem displays for
indications that the action completed successfully and that it
had its intended effects. It is common for commands to be
rejected or for commands to fail due to a number of real-
world contingencies that arise in the execution of a plan or
procedure.

3. Automating the DSN

A prototype called the Link Monitor and Control
Operator Assistant (LMCOA) was developed to improve
Operator productivity by automating some of the functions
of the LMC. The LMCOA performs tasks by: (1) selecting
a set of plans to execute, (2) checking whether a plan’s
preconditions have been satisfied, (3) issuing the
commands, and (4) subsequently verifying that the
commands had their intended effects. The Operator
interacts with the LMCOA by watching the plans as they
are being executed and pausing or skipping portions of the
plan that need to be modified for some reason. When a plan
fails, the LMCOA lacks the ability to recover on its own.
Instead, the Operator is left to figure out how to recover
from the failure. In observing Operators perform their
duties, we find that they have an amazing ability to adapt
the written procedures to the contingencies that arise in the
course of their execution. A real-world planner has to have
the same flexibility and knowledge as a human Operator in
order to succeed in performing DSN missions.

REACT-P is a new version of the LMCOA that will
reactively generate a plan in response to a plan failure or
change in goals initiated by the Operator. It will need to
have the same ability to recover from plan failure as is
demonstrated by human Operators. In (Chien, Hill, and
Fayyad, 1994) we describe a number of reasons why it is
difficult to deploy a planner for the DSN domain. One of
the reasons given is that it is difficult to acquire and
maintain the knowledge that is needed to do the planning.
Since the REACT-P agent must interact with legacy (i.e.,
unmodifiable) systems, there are a number of significant
knowledge acquisition challenges that must be addressed:
(1) To what extent and how should the legacy systems 
reverse-engineered and modeled in order to support the
development of a reactive planning agent? (2) SInce the
legacy systems were built to support human interactive
control, much of the information needed for reactive
planning is located in the human computer interface. How
do we identify and acquire the knowledge elements needed
for reactive planning? (3) Finally, much of the knowledge
needed for planning is not explicitly documented: it is
learned on the job by the Operators. How do we acquire
knowledge that is currently a learned skill? These are the
knowledge acquisition challenges that drive the approach
we describe below.

4. General Approach to Knowledge
Acquisition

We treat the knowledge acquisition problem of
developing a DSN reactive planning agent as being
analogous to the challenge of training novice DSN
Operators. To understand the analogy, consider the
following. Achieving an expert-levd of skill is difficult: it
takes human Operators many months of training and on-
the-job experience to become experts. Much of the
difficulty in human skill acquisition is related to the situated
nature of the domain knowledge (Hill&Johnson, 1993a;
Hill, 1993; Suchman, 1987). Most of the procedure
manuals only describe how to do the job In a cookbook
style, where a plan is expressed as a sequence of actions. In
many instances, the dependencies, goals, and assumptions
behind each action, which happens to be the kinds of
knowledge that humans acquire through experience, are not
documented. The human Operator learns what she can
from the procedure manuals; the gaps in her knowledge are
often filled by trial and error experimentation, which can be
a slow process in the absence of a tutor.

The REACT intelligent tutoring system implements an
approach called impasse-driven tutoring (Hill&Johnson,
1993b; Hill, 1993; Hill&Johnson, 1994). Students acquire
knowledge using REACT by interacting with simulated
DSN communications devices; they receive training when it
.is clear that they have reached an impasse in executing a
procedure. It is assumed that the human agent knows or has
access to the basic plans or procedures for operating the
equipment; she incrementally adds to her knowledge and
skill by performing tasks on a realistic simulator. When the
student reaches an impasse (i.e., she is no longer able to
make progress toward the goal), the tutor Interacts with the
her and provides the knowledge dements required to
resolve the impasse. Problem solving impasses are
therefore viewed as learning opportunities for the student.
The impasse is a result of a knowledge gap or error, and the
tutor’s role is to identify that the impasse has occurred and
then determine what knowledge is needed to resolve the
impasse.

The knowledge acquisition process for the REACT-P
reactive planning agent can be viewed as similar to tutoring
human Operators. Knowledge acquisition begins by
acquiring a declarative description of as much of the
domain knowledge as possible. The knowledge is then
refmed and gaps are filled by applying the REACT-P agent
to a task. Gaps and errors are indicated by impasses, where
an impasse is an inability of the REACT-P agent to make
progress toward the achievement of a goal. These impasses
represent opportunities to acquire new knowledge or correct
existing knowledge.

The kind of knowledge that expert Operators appear to
need for skilled behavior is the same as what is needed for
the reactive planner. At a minimum, this knowledge
includes the following: (1) plans and their actions, (2) 
preconditions for each action, (3) the effects 
postcondition for each action, (4) the goals of each plan, (5)
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a partial order among plans, (6) dependencies among plans,
(7) temporal constraints on plans and actions, where the
preconditions, postconditions and goals are expressed in
terms of object attribute-values (Hill, 1993). The
knowledge acquisition problem, of course, is in gathering
this information, since, as we’ve already said, it is normally
only found in an expert’s skill base and not recorded in a
declarative form. Fragments of this information exist in the
procedure manuals and operating guides for the various
devices, but much of it is undocumented and can only be
deduced from experiences interacting with the devices.

5. Knowledge Acquisition Tools and Methods

Our approach to acquiring knowledge for the reactive
planner employs the tools shown in Figure 1. REBUS
(Requirements Envisaging By Using Scenarios) (Zorman,
1994) and the TDN (Temporal Dependency Network)
Authoring Tool are used for acquiring declarative
descriptions of the domain (i.e., device models, procedures,
etc.) and the plans used by REACT-P to perform tasks in
the domain. RIDES is a simulation authoring toolkit
(Munro et al., 1993) that is used for implementing 
executable model of the devices whose descriptions were
acquired with REBUS. The simulation serves as a testing
ground for the REACT-P agent, and it also helps in the
validation of the domain model. Finally, REACT-P is an
agent implemented in Soar (Laird et al., 1987) that uses
knowledge from REBUS and the TDN authoring tool to
perform tasks and reactively plan, as necessary. In the rest
of this section we describe each of the tools just mentioned
and how they are used for acquiring knowledge for the
REACT-P agent.
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Figure 1. REACT-P and Knowledge Acquisition Tools.

Temporal Dependency Network (TDN)
We use a representation called a Temporal Dependency

Network (TDN) to express the basic plan structure and
interrelationships among plans. A TDN is a directed graph
that incorporates temporal and behavioral knowledge and
also provides optional and conditional paths through the
network. The directed graph represents the steps required

to perform an operation. Precedence relations are specified
by the nodes and arcs of the network. The behavioral
knowledge identifies system-state dependencies in the form
of pre- and postconditions. Temporal knowledge consists
of both absolute (e.g. Acquire the spacecraft at time
02:30:45) and relative (e.g. Perform step Y 5 minutes after
step X) temporal constraints. Conditional branches in the
network are performed only under certain conditions.
Optional paths are those which are not essential to the
operation, but may, for example, provide a higher level of
confidence in the data resulting from a plan if performed.
Each node in the TDN is called a plan and contains actions
to be performed. A plan also has goals, pre- and
postcondition constraints and temporal constraints
"associated with it. More details about TDNs are provided in
(Fayyad & Cooper 1992).

In our experience of building TDNs, the knowledge
bases associated with even a single TDN are quite large and
difficult to build and maintain. In addition, they rely on
information from many different sources: documentation in
paper form, interviews with experts, and text logs of
operations procedures from actual missions, just to name a
few. As we build more TDNs, much of this information
can be used again. As a result, we are currently developing
a TDN authoring tool to assist Operators and developers in
building, editing, and maintaining TDNs.

With the TDN authoring tool, users can graphically
build a TDN and specify all the information required in a
TDN. For example, they graphically create boxes
representing plans, and draw the links between the plans to
represent dependencies between plans. A small segment of
a TDN is shown in Figure 2 and contains three plans in
sequence. This may be all that the users sees if she initially
creates just a high level TDN including skeletal plans and a
partial order of plans. When a plan is created, the user
gives it a name and specifies what type of plan it is; there
are different types of plans depending on the type of actions
to be taken in a plan, e.g. a manual action to be taken by the
.Operator, or a list of commands to be sent to a subsystem.
In our example, each of these plans is a command plan
associated with the 34 meter Antenna Subsystem. The
sequence of actions for the plan named Clear Boresight
Offsets is shown in Table 1. The first two actions set the
Elevation and Cross Elevation correction offsets to 0. The
last action sends the structure containing these two
variables to the subsystem.

¯ ...~L~d Botesight "~r Ct’ar Borm~ght

Figure 2. Portion of a TDN

For each plan, the user can then specify the following
information about it: the sequence of actions within the
plan, the pre- and postconditions of each action, goals of
plans, and temporal constraints on plans. Depending on the
knowledge that the user has about the actions, he may or
may not be able to specify all of this information. The
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postconditions of the last action in Table 1. fall out nicely
from the action itself; though this isn’t always the case.
Since this last action sends data to the subsystem, it is
necessary to make sure that the subsystem did indeed
receive the new data values. In this case, we are only
concerned with the two variables in the structure which
correspond to the first two actions in the plan. The
postconditions for the last command in Clear Boresight
Offsets are shown in Table 2.

I
Plan: Clear Boresight Offsets

Actions: setvar A34CorrEl 0
setvar A34CorrXel 0
sendvar ActualCorrData

Table 1. Plan actions.

I
Pian:
Action:
Post.condition:

Clear Boresight Offsets
sendvar ActualCorrData
ActualCorrData.el = 0
ActualCorrData.xel = 0

Table 2. Postcondition for Clear Boresight Offsets.

In our current prototype, most of the information about
a plan is specified by filling in text forms. As the tool
develops, knowledge bases of actions with their associated
pre and postconditions and knowledge bases of plans will
be available so that new TDNs can be built from pieces of
existing ones.

The outputs of the tool are a text file that completely
defines the TDN and a file depicting the graphical
representation of the TDN. These two files will be loaded
by the reactive planner. The graphical representation is the
basis for a dynamic display of the TDN in the reactive
planner which shows the progress of the TDN as it is
executing. The text file is loaded by the reactive planner
which uses it to create an executable TDN.

REBUS: Scenario-based Interview Methodology
One of the ways that we acquire knowledge is

through a scenario-based interview methodology. This
approach is being implemented in a tool called REBUS
(Requirements Envisaging By Using Scenarios) at the
University of Southern California Information Sciences
Institute by Loma Zorman and W. Lewis Johnson (Zorman,
1994; Benner et al., 1993). REBUS is a graphical editing
tool designed to enable domain experts and knowledge
engineers to define the behavior requirements for a system
by using scenarios. Scenarios provide a context for
acquiring information both about devices and procedures by
having the expert walk through a scenario with the
interviewer. This is a rigorous approach to capturing much
of the information that is used under special circumstances,
and it reveals failure modes that are often not documented.

In our example, REBUS helped to define the device
¯ models that were needed to build a simulation of the
antenna subsystem with RIDES. REBUS has a rich
ontology for describing objects, types, and attributes in the
domain. This fits well with the object, attribute, value
information needed for authoring a simulation with RIDES.
For example, in the plan named Load Boresight Parameters
shown in Figure 2., one of the parameters set is the number
of boresight points, numbs_points. The representation of
this object using REBUS is shown in Table 3. This object
of course has many other attributes corresponding to other
boresight parameters. Analysis with REBUS further
defined the attribute numbs_.points as having one of two
values: 3 or 5. In addition, REBUS represented the default
value of this object as being 3. Defining the range of values
for a value is very necessary for our simulation in RIDES as
well as for pre- and postconditions in the TDN. Hence, in
the user interface of our simulation built with RIDES, two
objects were defined: one for each of the possible values of
numbs_points. This forces the user to select between one
of the two valid settings of this attribute. A portion of the
object definition for one of these settings in RIDES is
shown in Table 3.

I
REBUS
object: ant_boresight
attribute: num_bs_points
range: one of 3, 5
default: 3

RIDES
object: boresight_w
name: 3-button
textvalue: "3"
location: [40r1055]

Table 3. REBUS and RIDES object representations.

Analysis using REBUS also helped to define pre- and
postconditions in the TDN. Again, referring to the example
in Figure 2., we needed to find the preconditions for the
plan Clear Boresight Offsets. The precondition was that the
boresighting procedure had stopped. However, instead of
representing this as a precondition, we only ne~ed to put
the Clear Boresight Offsets plan after the Boresight plan.
The reason for this is that the Boresight plan executed the
boresighting procedure. Hence, when the boresighting
procedure finished, the Boresight plan finished. In this
case, REBUS defined a dependency between the Boresight
and Clear Boresight Offsets plans.

Given that REBUS, the TDN authoring tool, and
¯ RIDES overlap in the knowledge that they help to acquire
about a domain, we envision using these tools as a
coordinated suite of knowledge acquisition tools.

RIDES Simulation Authoring Toolkit
The TDN authoring tool and REBUS provide the first

steps in the knowledge acquisition process--they assist in
the acquisition of declarative descriptions of the domain,
including descriptions of how the devices work. This
knowledge may include a lot of the operator pre- and
postconditions used by REACT-P in both planning and plan
execution. To refine the model of the domain that is
acquired with these two tools, we use the RIDES simulation
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authoring toolkit (Munro et al., 1993) to develop working
models of the devices. We use the simulation to
communicate with the subsystem engineers about how their
system works so as to refine the knowledge about system
states, state transitions, and control. By observing a
simulation, the engineer can validate the system’s behavior
in a more familiar way than is achieved by looking at a
declarative description of the behavior. We would
eventually like to put RIDES into the hands of these same
DSN subsystem engineers for use as a design tool and
means of creating a living and interactive functional
specification of their system, something which is greatly
needed if we hope to understand and automatically control
it.

Hence, one of the ways that we refine the REACT-P
knowledge base is to show a behavioral model of what is
known about a subsystem to an engineer. The simulation is
refined by modifying the device objects and their attribute-
values. In many cases a change in the device model may
also cause changes to the REACT-P knowledge base (e.g., 
precondition may need to be added or modified to reflect a
change to a device attribute.) Since RIDES uses an
attribute-centered approach to representing devices and
their behavior, this fits nicely with the kind of knowledge
that we need for representing preconditions, postconditions,
goal states, and so on.

A second way that the RiDES-based simulation is
used for refining the knowledge base is through interactions
with the REACT-P agent. The simulation provides a
realistic setting for testing REACT-P and iteratively
refining both the simulator and the planning agent’s
knowledge. The role of the simulator is further enhanced
by the fact that the DSN operational environment is
relatively inaccessible for routine testing of experimental
prototypes. When access to the DSN is granted, the time
spent there is quite costly and there are extreme safety
measures that must be observed, so there are some
pragmatic reasons for using a simulator.

REACT-P: A Soar Agent for Monitor and Control
The REACT-P agent is being developed in the Soar

(Laird et al., 1987) problem solving architecture. 
mentioned above, we have developed an interface between
Soar and RIDES so that REACT-P can be tested against the
RIDES-based simulations of the DSN devices. The initial
REACT-P agent design is based on the expert cognitive
model used for the REACT intelligent tutoring system (Hill,
1993). The REACT tutor is capable of reactively planning
small portions of a task based on the need to help a student
overcome an impasse encountered while performing the
task. REACT-P will extend this capability to deal with the
need to recover from device anomalies or failures.

REACT-P will be run against different scenarios on
the RiDES-based simulator. In this way we will emulate
the skill acquisition process we see in human Operators
who learn through experience--particularly when they reach
impasse points where they are forced to acquire new
knowledge in order to complete a task. In this case, we, the

experimenters, will likely have to do much of the
knowledge acquisition using the tools described in this
paper.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, we are building an agent to perform
monitor and control tasks on complex communications
devices. The agent must be capable of expert human levels
of performance, and we postulate that the way to acquire
the knowledge to accomplish this goal is similar to how
humans learn and acquire skill. We outline some of the
difficulties of acquiring knowledge in a real-world domain,
.and we postulate that the knowledge acquisition problem
for developing a real-world planner should be treated
analogously to the way that human Operators are trained to
acquire a skill, that is, through experience and knowledge
refinement, Finally, our approach is described for capturing
knowledge about the problem domain with a combination
of tools and representations.
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